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Barcoding, Inc. Establishes RFID by Barcoding
Practice
Barcoding, Inc.
Systems integrator forms dedicated practice for the design, development,
implementation, and advancement of Radio Frequency Identification
Technology (RFID)
BALTIMORE – Jan. 27, 2014 – Barcoding, Inc. announced the establishment of RFID
by Barcoding, a new, dedicated practice for the design, development,
implementation, and advancement of Radio Frequency Identification Technology
(RFID).
“Barcoding has long offered and supported RFID systems, but as we continue to
grow and expand our team of experts, creating a separate practice for RFID was a
logical step,” said Shane Snyder, Barcoding president. “While we will continue to
provide the same leading data capture technologies and end-to-end systems
integration, we now have a dedicated group of resources to help ensure that our
clients receive all the benefits of their RFID investment.”
With the mission to empower clients to achieve greater visibility in their business
through the use of RFID technology, RFID by Barcoding takes a systematic approach
to implementing an RFID system, beginning with a business processes review. If
RFID is deemed an effective solution, Barcoding will move forward with system
planning and evaluation, perform a site survey, and develop and integrate the
appropriate software. However, if RFID is not a viable option, Barcoding is able to
guide clients down a different path to select and deploy the best possible solution,
such as barcodes, to make them more accurate, efficient, and connected.
Led by industry veteran Tom O’Boyle, RFID by Barcoding offers clients in a wide
range of industries, including manufacturing, healthcare, warehouse and
distribution, the following solutions and services:

RFID Software: In addition to custom applications, RFID by Barcoding
provides its premier asset-tracking software, RFID RealView. Using UHF
standard passive RFID tags and readers, RFID RealView gives companies
real-time location visibility of user-definable asset types (inventory, people,
totes, etc.), allowing for better inventory control and optimized
manufacturing lines.
RFID Hardware: RFID by Barcoding is the one-stop-shop for the hardware
needed to for a completely integrated RFID system – tags, readers, printers,
handhelds, and antennae.
CaptureTech RFID Specialty Products: RFID by Barcoding’s line of specialty
RFID products, including the KeyCop (an RFID-enabled key management
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system) and the IntellEseal I (a tamper-evident, indicative seal), provide
customers with flexible, customizable solutions to meet their business’
needs.
Technology Integration Center (TIC): Accompanying Barcoding’s Chicago
office, the TIC is a real-world warehousing and manufacturing environment
that helps companies understand and compare RFID, barcode and voicedirected technology to determine the best fit.
All solutions are deployed via the Barcoding GoLive Services™ model to ensure
maximum system adoption and a faster, more predictable system rollout. Systems
are then support by Barcoding’s StayLive Services to maximize uptime in the
moments that matter.
Barcoding will showcase its RFID solutions, including RFID RealView, in booth #3027
at Modex 2014, to be held March 17-20, at the Georgia World Congress Center in
Atlanta.
For more information, visit www.modexshow.com [1].
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